Mile High Youth Corps’ Energy and Water Conservation program is now hiring for start dates in summer and fall of 2021. Be part of a team that makes a different in people’s lives and learn skills that lead to great careers. Want to know more? Apply today.

- Ages 18-24
- Continuous enrollment for start dates in August and September
- No experience required. Crew members learn technical skills, gain valuable career experience, and help the Denver community fight climate change.
- Paid stipend starts at $1000/biweekly before taxes
- AmeriCorps Ed Award for 450 hour term of service: $1,638.89

QUESTIONS?
Call/text 720-594-0500 or email youthjobs@mhyc.net  milehighyouthcorps.org

MHYC is committed to hiring candidates with unique backgrounds and perspectives. If you are interested in this position but are concerned that you do not meet all of the requirements or possess all of the necessary skills, or that prior convictions or your background might disqualify you, we encourage you to submit an application anyway.